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Of these, only 0 airlines operate direct flights. Another 1 airline operates flights in Russia on the route - Moscow, Saint Petersburg. The company operates routes across Russia from Moscow to Sochi (Adler), Novosibirsk, Yekaterinburg and Krasnodar. The direction of the flight takes 5 hours. - Passenger traffic in 2012 amounted to about
159.5 thousand people. 7. Availability of highly qualified specialists in the field of tourism Work is tirelessly carried out to strengthen the personnel potential of the company. 8. Low airfare Conditions and availability of airfare is pretty easy to explain. A one-way ticket will cost about 350-400 rubles, depending on the place, time of

departure and destination. Based on the booking, the price will already include all fees. As a result, the cost of tickets directly depends on the cost of an air ticket. If you look at prices in other companies, then the price of one-way tickets can be significantly higher than in "Your Mechta". For comparison, the flight St. Petersburg - Moscow,
the airline "Transaero" offers with different fares, including fixed-price tickets in one direction and the other. When departing from Moscow, the ticket price is 510 rubles (fixed price), and if you depart from St. Petersburg, the ticket price increases to 659 rubles (for economy class). 9. Non-stop flight from Moscow Despite the fact that

"Your Mechta" operates flights from Moscow to many cities of our country, the largest volume of traffic falls on such places in Russia as St. Petersburg, Yekaterinburg, Sochi, and also to the Crimea. In all these directions, air transportation is carried out by one aircraft. 10. Preferential conditions for purchasing air tickets To purchase tickets
for the flights of the airline "YOUR DREAM" on the site "Your Dreams" you can also use various promotions.
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